“Tech Debt Check is a user-friendly innovation that
will revolutionize how governments decide which
applications to update or replace.”
L. Brooks Patterson, Oakland County Executive

Measuring Technical Risk Across Your Technology Portfolio
Tech Debt Check is a vital assessment tool that government agencies
can use to take inventory of their applications and hardware, while
measuring the technical risk of their overall technology. It provides a
clear view of your government agency’s technology footprint that is
easy to view, understand and manage.
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Tech Debt Check also helps to create an open line of communication
and collaboration with application owners; therefore improving the
quality of information necessary to ensure that each application is
identified, documented and accurate.
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Tech Debt Check Will Help Governments Answer:
•

What are the applications that support the most critical
processes, and which require attention and investment?

•

Are there applications that are unused, or rarely used for which
recurring fees occur?

•

Is it possible to reduce costs by using one application instead
of many for the same business purpose?

•

Is business continuity at risk if there is an IT failure due to
interdependences between applications?

How to Obtain a FREE Copy of Tech Debt Check
Get started with 3 easy steps:
1. Go to www.g2gmarket.com
2. Register for free with the G2G Marketplace
3. Download your free copy

Benefits of Tech Debt Check:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creates Technology Collaboration
Clear View of Technology
Understand Technology Risks
Properly Manage Technology
Minimize Operating Costs
Minimize Supporting Costs

Who Should Use Tech Debt Check?
•
•
•
•

States
Counties
Cities
Villages

•
•
•
•

Townships
Courts
Schools
And more...

How to Use Tech Debt Check for Your Government Agency
The Tech Debt Check assessment is easy to use and produces quick results; therefore allowing government to
rapidly understand their technology needs.
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Provide the Tech Debt
Check Questionnaire to the
appropriate application and
hardware owners

3
Add completed Tech Debt
Check Questionnaire(s)
to the Tech Debt Check
workbook

View results, have discussions
with application owners and
make risk-based decisions on
applications and hardware
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